
 

 

MEMORANDUM 

FROM:  Nigel Davenport  

TO:  Timaru District Mayor and Councillors  

SUBJECT: Venture Timaru Operational Update for the three months to 31 March 2022 

DATE:  26th May 2022  

Background 

Please find attached an update relating to our Economic Development and Visitor Promotion operations for the quarter 

to 31st Mar 2022.  

 

General Commentary 

Having coped better than most during the initial period of COVID (evidenced by our Districts annual GDP growth figures 

detailed later in this report) and associated lockdowns through 2020/21, our local economy is feeling the effects like 

most of NZ – across cost of living, supply chain and workforce pressures.  

This is best summarised by the following comments from Infometrics Chief Economist Brad Olsen: 

“It’s harder and more expensive to find growth in 2022, with intense difficulties finding staff and materials across New 

Zealand. We’re struggling to resource further growth in the near-term. In effect, the New Zealand economy is red-lining 

and continues to operate above capacity, with higher prices overshadowing any real growth.” 

“Fractured supply chains, accelerating inflation, higher interest rates, and high levels of absenteeism from Omicron 

combined to throttle back the economic engine. Higher inflation is forcing the Reserve Bank to lift interest rates higher, 

faster, which will help take some of the wind out of an overheating economy, but the risk of a hard landing becomes 

higher with each passing day.” 

Locally our employers advise the staff absenteeism from Omicron was not at the expected high levels however the long 

tail of ongoing absenteeism is challenging to manage with obvious impacts on productivity. 

Suffice to say the coming winter months present challenges on many fronts for us all. 

 

PRIORITY – Housing – we continue to position the critical need for diversity in the District housing stock and are working 

with council to help inform the GMS refresh on this matter.  In recent years district housing sales have generally fallen 

into two categories >$500K and <$900K/$1m – both the traditional house and land packages.  

We have voiced the concerns of local industry that a lack of diversity (and availability) in our local housing stock is an 

impediment to attracting and retaining the workforce they need – which is the biggest challenge facing our local 

economy pre-covid and continues today. Noting our unemployment rate which has traditionally been on of the lowest in 

NZ is now back to near pre-covid levels of 3.3% as at March 2022 – which is below the 3.5% which is widely recognised 

as “full employment”. 

 



 

 
 

It is pleasing to see the recent appointment of TDC’s Earthquake Prone Building Liaison Officer a role which we see as 

pivotal in not only collaboratively addressing EPB matters with local CBD property owners, but also potentially 

identifying and informing all CBD and near CBD property owners on the opportunities for inner city living – apartments, 

townhouses etc.…  

We also welcome the recent announcements of: 

- Kainga Ora’s purchase of the property adjacent to Ara on which they plan to build up to 40 homes  

https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/128749859/largest-public-housing-project-in-50-years-confirmed-

in-south-canterbury  

 

https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/300597234/major-building-developments-a-great-start-for-

timarus-housing-stock   

 

- Plan to develop a 150-lot residential subdivision on Conoor Road – importantly proposing lots sizes 350-500m2 

and 600-700m2 which provide opportunity for product diversity i.e. apartments, townhouses etc.… 

https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/128755753/significant-timaru-subdivision-granted-resource-

consent  

We continue to engage with local professionals, agents, and developers to help inform and progress opportunities.  

 
 
PRIORITY - Logistics and freight disruptions – whilst global logistics delays had been forecast to improve through Q2 and 
Q3 this year, the Shanghai lockdowns, ongoing slump in the Chinese economy and the effects of the Ukrainian war have 
impacted significantly, thus the supply delays being experienced by NZ and our local businesses will continue for the 
foreseeable future.  
 
On a positive note, we have been engaging with Ministry of Transport and Waka Kotahi, since the latter part of last year 
via facilitated workshops, to help inform the development of an NZ Freight and Supply Chain Strategy. The aim of this is 
to develop a fully integrated and aligned road/rail and sea strategy. 
 
The basis of our involvement has been focused on the significant opportunities associated with coastal shipping – 
especially for Timaru and the wider central south island catchment serviced by Primeport. Waka Kotahi have recently 
opened wider consultation and we are working closely with TDC as they prepare their submission to ensure consistency 
of messaging. 
 
In addition, having set aside $30m in Sept 2021 to improve domestic shipping services, reduce emissions, improve 
efficiency, and upgrade maritime infrastructure, the Government recently announced the selection of 4 preferred 
suppliers for new and enhanced coastal shipping services.  Refer:  
 
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/government-investment-boosts-coastal-shipping-aotearoa 
 
In the article you will note: 

- Each of these four selected suppliers will bring at least one additional coastal shipping vessel into service, and 
together this will improve the resilience of the overall freight supply chain. 

 

https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/128749859/largest-public-housing-project-in-50-years-confirmed-in-south-canterbury
https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/128749859/largest-public-housing-project-in-50-years-confirmed-in-south-canterbury
https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/300597234/major-building-developments-a-great-start-for-timarus-housing-stock
https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/300597234/major-building-developments-a-great-start-for-timarus-housing-stock
https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/128755753/significant-timaru-subdivision-granted-resource-consent
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- The four preferred suppliers will invest over $60 million through their proposals, resulting in combined 
investment in the sector of over $90 million. 

- When the new services are fully operational, it is estimated they will remove around 35 million kilometres of 
truck travel from New Zealand’s roading network every year, reducing wear and tear and improving safety for 
road users, while at the same time creating new employment opportunities for mariners and supporting 
regional development. This will also support our commitment in the recently released Emissions Reduction Plan 
to reduce emissions from freight transport by 35 per cent by 2035. 

 
We remain very hopeful that one of the confirmed preferred suppliers (whom we have been engaging with alongside 
Port of Tauranga) will include Timaru in a new coastal shipping service – providing much needed certainty of service to 
our local importers and exporters.  
 
 
PRIORITY – Workforce. The attraction retention and ongoing development of our workforce will remain the most critical 
priority for local business and therefore VT across this year and for the foreseeable future.  
 
These recent comments by Infometrics Chief Economist Brad Olsen are very telling:  
 

- “Professional services and construction jobs growth have boosted regional fortunes at the start of 2022, but 
finding talent remains a key limit on further growth”.  

- “Workforce pressures across New Zealand are sky-high, illuminated by high levels of poaching, a net outflow of 
people migrating from New Zealand, and more restrained jobs growth recently”. 

 
We continue to utilise the full array of workforce attraction resources at our disposal which we are continually updating 
to assist our local businesses with workforce attraction, but the challenge cannot be overstated.  
 
Further, the confirmed major construction projects in front of us e.g., Theatre Royal/Civic Centre, Aorangi Stadium 
extension, Scott Base Redevelopment Rebuild, completion of the Showgrounds retail development and other scheduled 
industry expansion, will all provide additional challenge when it comes to workforce attraction and resourcing. To this 
end we will work closely with all parties to ensure we as a district get early visibility on project timelines to both map 
and then collaboratively manage resource including attraction, joint tender and staff sharing opportunities – the aim 
being to ensure the efficient and successful completion of these known and future planned projects. 
 
 
 
PRIORITY – Scott Base Redevelopment – we continue to work closely with Antarctica NZ to progress a variety of project 
aligned activities and promotions: 
 

- A Pōwhiri welcoming both Antarctica NZ and Leighs Construction to our community will take place at the 
Arowhenua Marae Thursday 4th August. 

- Story Boards highlighting NZ history in Antarctica, Scott Base Redevelopment build and fun facts on Antarctica 
are in the final stage of development, and we aim for these to be located throughout our district in the next 4-5 
weeks. 

- The Colour My Place – Scott Base campaign was launched mid-May, as Antarctica NZ seek feedback from NZ on 
what colour the new base should be. Refer HERE  and cast your vote 
 

https://www.antarcticanz.govt.nz/colour-our-place


 

 

 
  
 

- Antarctica NZ have recently released an updated Education Activity Booklet called Discover our Place Scott Base 
for our tamaraki and we have assisted in distributing this to all local schools. 

- Antarctica NZ and Leighs Construction recently presented to the NZ Institute of Building in CHCH on the 
redevelopment build and we are looking to schedule a similar event here, ideally within the next 2-3 months. 

 
We are also progressing how local businesses and service providers can best position themselves (potentially as 
preferred suppliers) to be involved in the rebuild, with this aligned to getting visibility on planned project timelines 
and sub-contractor and supplier tender processes. 
 
 

Enhanced engagement with local industry: 
 
- We are partnering with the NZ Hemp Assn to bring two workshops to Timaru mid-July to explore the local 

opportunities associated with this burgeoning industry.  
 

- We are engaging with both NZTE and MPI/SFFF (Substantiable Food and Fibre Futures) on next step support for our 
Sustainable is Attainable initiative. Likely to involve an initial “Systems Thinking” process whereby the larger 
sustainable energy and waste value extraction opportunities are prioritised to provide targeted focus to then 
proceed into commercialisation. The collaborative foundation of our 20+ food processors and manufacturers is 
unprecedented in NZ and advantageously positions our district to make real progress in this space.    

 

- As a member of the Canterbury Regional Skills Leadership Group  (RSLG) we have, as mandated by MBIE, completed 
the Regional Workforce Plan for Canterbury with this to be released in coming weeks. We attach a copy of our latest 
March insights report FYI. 

 

- Aligned to the above - especially the supply of future workforce – our RSLG has endorsed the positioning paper 
compiled by Careers Advisors, and their national associations CATE & CEDANZ, to the Minister of Education to 
address the inconsistencies in the career’s resources within our secondary schools. This is the key foundation to 
ensuring our next generation workforce are as fully prepared and informed as possible for their important next move 
from secondary school. There is full alignment to our MyNextMove youth transition initiative which assists with the 
retention or return of locally educated students into our local workforce. 

 

https://d1e7mq055r7tid.cloudfront.net/document-hub/DISCOVER-OUR-PLACE-SCOTT-BASE-6.2MB.pdf
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/business-and-employment/employment-and-skills/regional-skills-leadership-groups/canterbury/


 

 
 

- New and enhanced electrical and painting & decorating courses have been confirmed to take place at Ara throughout 
this year. This is a direct result of partnering with local industry representatives to position the need for more local 
training provision with Ara and their fellow training providers. We continue this engagement with two of the newly 
formed Workforce Development Councils (formerly ITO’s) namely Waihanga Ara Rau (Construction and 
Infrastructure) and Hanga-Aro-Rau (Manufacturing, Engineering and Logistics) given the importance of the industries 
they present to our local economy. The objective is to accelerate enhanced learning and development opportunities 
locally for our industries thereby assisting with the attraction, development, and retention of their workforce.  

 

- We are progressing a variety of new business opportunities across a variety of industry sectors including tourism and 
visitor attractions, food processing and manufacturing, energy & waste, and education sectors. The progression of 
these opportunities have been impacted/slowed to varying degrees by the COVID environment, however it is 
noticeable in the last few weeks, re-engagement with the different parties has increased. 

 

Tourism and Visitor – Unfortunately the early part 2022 was impacted via COVID traffic light settings with the Caroline 

Bay Carnival cancelled as was the Hospice Rock’N’Hop in March – two of our largest iconic summer events. The new 

Seaside Festival did however take place in February however on a much-reduced scale o/a Covid settings. The Kite day 

and Sand Sculptures of the Seaside festival were a huge success and provide a great base to build on for 2023. 

The subsequent school holiday period, coupled with the Easter and Anzac holiday weekends made for a busy time 

around the region for visitors.  The arrival of Australian visitors has been welcomed by the visitor sector, and 

expectations are positive for a good spin-off from the international visitors during the winter season. 

We are joining our Canterbury RTO neighbours in a collaborative campaign organized by ChristchurchNZ to 

highlight activities and destinations outside of Christchurch but within the wider Canterbury area.  This is underway 

now and will continue with digital and print content over the next few months.  The final stage will be targeted 

focus into the Australian market, which will be a new experience for VT. 

 

We are also pleased to have received acknowledgement by the office of Minister Nash (Tourism, Economic 

Development and Small Business) as being one of a very small handful of EDA/RTO’s to have completed our 

Destination Management Plan and Economic Development Strategy.  

 

Central Government Funded activities:  

• Timaru Trails – New trails this month are Vintage Shopping, and the first bike trail will be a Geraldine ride. 
• ROAM.NZ App –ROAM website is now live highlighting the South Canterbury and North Otago lakes driving 

loop. Check it out HERE 

• SC Car Club – Continuing to work with SC Car Club, on developing a marketing plan and improved digital 
presence.  The club received MESF grant for the June Rally of NZ and plans underway for a Timaru CBD event 
featuring the 80+ drivers including Hayden Paddon.  VT is working to assist SCCC with this event. 

• Destination Management Plan – Work plan under development for top priorities for the new 6 – 12 months.  All 
RTOs are taking part in specialist training residentials in May and September to assist with DMP implementation 
and delivery of projects.  VT has a team of two attending. 

• Temuka, Pleasant Point and Geraldine funding – Discussions continuing.  Key focus likely to be bike trails. 
 
 
 

http://www.roamloop.co.nz/


 

 
 

• Hero videos 2022:  Final edit due late April for ‘Point of View’ video.  VT has funded the development of an 
extensive video library with footage taken from a variety of our hero videos.  VT has full copyright on this 
content so can share as required.  It is already proving a valuable asset. A special DOC concession for filming at 
Peel Forest DOC estate is also underway, which will give VT and contractors extensive rights to film in the area 
over the next 10 years. 

• C-Play – Has been the recipient of TSRR funding to support and upskill this passionate group in their fundraising 
efforts.  The support has been hugely appreciated and feedback is that it has made a significant difference. The 
group are on track to secure the last funding required for the playground, with work due to start on the first 
stage in July. 

• ExploreCHC collaborative campaign – Always On.  Content is now being shared. Our focus is Outdoor 
adventures, Foodie and Active Relaxers.   

• Trail Towns – Partnering with Mackenzie and Waitaki for an episode of this Australian biking enthusiasts 
programme, aimed at future international market.  Trail Towns Season 1 has recently aired on the SBS and SBS 
on Demand in Australia, alongside the Tour De France. The 2nd season is going to be exclusive to New Zealand, 
showcasing exciting road trips over 6 x 24-minute episodes.  Trail Towns champion the locals and aim to inspire 
their audience to replicate the trips, and with current limited global travel there has been a huge amount of 
interest in the show and active tourism in general. Filming took place in April and is currently being edited ready 
for screening.   

 

Events 

Major Events Fund – Update on the first round of funding was provided in our Dec 21 quarterly report. A number of 

those events granted funding in Round 1 were affected by COVID settings through summer months with, as per 

established criteria, this funding returned and either tagged for their 2023 event or available for reallocation. 

The second-round of 2022 funding approved the following grants:   

Event Name      Approved Grant  
South Island Masters Games    $50,000 
Timaru Festival of Roses     $30,000 
Christmas on the Bay     $10,000  
South Island NZ Motorhome & Caravan Assn Golf $5,000 
Total       $95,000 
 

Planning is underway for SCOFF 3 2022 taking place 16-30 Sept 2022 and the new Brews on the Bay on 1st Oct.  

Brews on the Bay is a celebration of NZ Beer & Cider, washed down with NZ music. At date more than 20 beverage 

vendors, 7 food vendors and 4 bands are confirmed for this exciting new event.  

 
Tourism & Visitor General 
 

• Temuka signs – Work is continuing and installation due very soon.  Temuka Domain signs will be next to follow 
and a single sign at Winchester. 

• Timaru wayfinding and ROAM signs – also close to completion The ROAM signs will be placed outside the Timaru 
Information Centre. 

 



 

 
 

Monitoring Indicators (non-financials) as per 2021/22 Statement of Intent 

1. Gross Domestic Product – source Infometrics  

 

 

 

 

As at Mar 22 - GDP growth in the Timaru District at 8.1% 

outperforming both rest of NZ 5.2% and Canterbury 

Region 7.0%  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Unemployment Rate – source Infometrics 

  
Timaru District at 3.3% again tracking better than NZ 

3.4% and Canterbury regions 3.5%. Notably well 

down on 4.1% recorded March 2021 and is 

representative of “full employment” in the district. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

3. Housing Affordability – source interest.co.nz 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on median household incomes to median house prices, Timaru District remains one of the 

most affordable places in the country to purchase a house – with our median house price $495K 

costing 5.56x our median household income $89k. However as detailed earlier in this report the 

pressing issue remains the quality and availability of housing stock at or near this price and critical need for 

diversity of product.  

 

 

4. Visitor Spend - source Infometrics & Marketview 

 

 

 

 

 

A big tick in this indicator with the 

District’s Tourism/Visitor spend increasing 

by 10.3% in the year to Mar 2022 which 

compares to increases of 12.1% in 

Canterbury and 7.1% in NZ. 

 

Total tourism expenditure was 

approximately $160 million in Timaru 

District during the year to March 2022, 

which was up from $145 million a year 

ago. 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 Financials 

 

Notes to financials 

Important to note: 

1. our draft budget for the 2021/22 year was submitted as part of our SOI to Council 1 March 2021. Not 

unexpectantly since that time a variety of our activities and the income and expenses associated with them have 

firmed up more for the 2021/22 year. Key variances being in the areas of: 

o Regional Apprenticeship Initiative 

o STAPP, Regional Events Funding and MyNextMove (unspent funding from 2020/21 years approved to 

carry forward to current year) 

o New Central Govt TSRR Funding $700,000 approved post 1st July 2021  

 

2. Central government funding is received in advance and expensed over subsequent months with this largely 

accounting for YTD surplus at $85,208, although a variety of scheduled activity to be expensed in Q4. 

  



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


